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Introduction
This report has been written by the lead examiner for the BTEC Principles of
Marketing unit. It is designed to help you understand how learners
performed overall in the exam. For each question there is a brief analysis of
learner responses. You will also find example learner responses from Level 2
Pass and Distinction learners. We hope this will help you to prepare your
learners for future examination series.

Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website
on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/all-grade-boundaries.aspx
Grade
Boundary
Mark

Unclassified
0

Level 1
Pass
9

Pass
20

Level 2
Merit
Distinction
31
42

General Comments
This was the third sitting of this paper. Some learners appeared to be well
prepared for this paper, although a significant number seemed to struggle
both with examination technique and applying basic contents from the
specification.
The use of the contextual information provided in the paper continues to
improve, with the best responses making clear links between this data and
relevant theory, but too many candidates still respond to questions by
simply copying words or phrases from the case study. While this approach
can be appropriate for questions that use the operative verb “identify”, it is
not appropriate for questions asking the learner to explain, describe,
discuss, analyse or evaluate.
Where learners did well, they consistently used technical vocabulary
correctly and made appropriate links between theory and the contextual
data included in the paper. The best candidates demonstrated their wider
knowledge of marking activity and, in particular, the use of social media by
firms.
Questions requiring an extended response continued to perform poorly. A
number of candidates did not provide a second point for some four mark
questions, despite the explicit instruction to explain two points. Too many
learners still provide little more than lists of bullet points or unconnected
sentences in their responses to 8 mark questions.
In preparation for future series, candidates should focus on developing their
ability to use case study data without directly copying elements of it. There
is also a need for candidates to focus on reading questions carefully,
identifying all instructions given.
Candidates should remember that they need to present a balance argument
when asked to discuss, evaluate or assess a point. It is essential that they
consider more than one side of an argument, otherwise they will limit their
ability to achieve a higher mark. Analytical models in the specification
should be considered both in terms of their application to examples and
their relative advantages and disadvantages. This is an area where
candidates have not performed well not only in this paper but also the one
that preceded it.

Q1
A significant number of candidates were able to access this question. There
was little variation in the responses given.

Q2
This question also proved accessible to a wide range of candidates. Learners
stated a wide range of different reasons for using marketing.

Q3a
This question performed well, with many candidates able to correctly state
that logos are symbols that make a brand recognizable. A minority of
candidates responded to this question by simply stating one or listing a
number of key terms relating to brands.

Q3b
Performance on this question was variable with many candidates stating key
words relating to branding rather than correctly identifying the description
in the question stem as a brand extension or brand stretch.

Q4a
Many candidates were able to correctly identify that the lifecycle stage
described was the decline stage. Some candidates incorrectly stated that
“Entertainment World” were at the Maturity stage of the lifecycle, but most
responses seemed to indicate some knowledge of the Product Lifecycle
model.

Q4b
This question proved challenging for a number of candidates simply restated
the question and the question stem, albeit with the words in a different
order. Better prepared learners were able to correctly note that the new
product is being launched onto the market and that it might have relatively
low sales or high advertising costs. Some candidates were able to describe
the progress of the product into or out of the introduction stage of the
lifecycle.

Q4c
This question was not well answered by a number of candidates. Weaker
responses were only eligible for two of the four marks available because
they only made two valid points without any development.
Stronger responses made two clear points, each of which was developed.
The most common responses given related to the ability to spread risks
over a number of products in a range and the potential for new products to
replace older items that are near to the end of their lifecycle.

Q4d
This question was generally well answered by a range of candidates. Many
learners appeared to have a good knowledge of how social media can be
used by businesses, applying knowledge from their own experience of using
platforms such as Facebook or Instagram to the context of the question.
Many responses stated a series of benefits of social media or gave a one
sided response that developed the benefits of this method of promotion
without any balance. Such responses typically gained three or four marks.

This is an example of a better response which considered both the benefits
and drawbacks of using social media.

Q5
This question was not well answered by candidates. Many learners struggled
to correctly identify the goods sold by the case study business as capital
goods. A surprising number of learners identified the demolition equipment
as an example of consumer goods.

Q6ai
This question proved accessible to a wide range of candidates. Many
learners were able to correctly identify the method of primary research
listed in the case study associated with this question.

Q6aii
This question proved challenging for a number of candidates. This question
required a response that stated a method of primary research. Some
candidates were able to give an appropriate method of research. Other
candidates either incorrectly identified a method of secondary research from
the case study or gave inappropriate responses such as a definition of the
term primary research.

Q6b
This question was generally not well answered by candidates. Many
responses suggested that candidates did not understand the disadvantages
of primary research. Other responses stated a drawback of research without
developing it. Candidates should be aware that the command word “Outline”
requires a response that develops a single point. The example below, states
two relevant points (the time involved in gather the research and the cost of
its research), but only gains one mark because neither is developed.

Q7a
Many candidates were able to correctly state that the P in PESTLE stands for
Political. A number of answers gave key words relating to marketing that
begin with P such as Product or Promotion instead of Political.

Q7b
This question proved challenging for some candidates with a number of
incorrect answers given, normally relating to other elements of PESTLE
analysis such as laws or pollution.
Where candidates answered this question correctly, they generally gave an
answer such as taxes or interest rates.

Q7c
Many candidates struggled to achieve any marks for this question. Too
many responses made statements about the importance of following the law
without stating a specific legal factor. A surprising number of responses
suggested that the absence of a brand identity from the business might be
a legal factor.
Most correct answers related either to copyright or to health and safety
issues. A significant minority of responses correctly recognised that the case
study business produces equipment that is used in a dangerous workplace
and linked this fact to health and safety law.

Q8a
This question proved challenging for many candidates. Although a number
of responses demonstrated some understanding of the relationship between
price and demand, few learners were able to show any understanding of the
concept of elasticity.

Q8b
This question required candidates to make a point about mark-up pricing
and to develop it. Many candidates struggled to answers this question.
Although some were able to show some understanding of mark-up pricing,
many others simply wrote about pricing strategies in general terms,
commenting on the importance of setting the correct price.
Better responses tended to relate to the simplicity of this method or to the
ability to the ability of the business owner to set a price that covers costs.

.

Q8c
This was a question that many candidates did not answer well. Too many
learners simply demonstrated their knowledge of SMART objectives without
demonstrating how this model could be used by the case study business in
order to expand.
Furthermore, candidates tended to fail to make and develop two separate
points. Too many candidates simply stated either one or two points without
any development. For future sessions, candidates should be aware that
when a question asks for two things to be explained, they should make two
different points, both of which are developed.

Q9a
Many candidates were able to achieve at least one mark on this question by
identifying an appropriate form of promotion. The best responses showed a
good understanding of the context of the question, noting that methods
such as trade fairs and personal selling were likely to be appropriate ways
of promoting the heavy machinery designed by Kelvin Cuttler.

Q9b
Many candidates struggled to answer this question. Although a number of
responses demonstrate some understanding of the concept of market share,
too few responses showed any clear understanding of the implications of
market share.
Many responses incorrectly referenced elements of the case study material
such as the 50 mile radius in which the business tends to find its customers
or the firms lack of brand image.

Q9c
This question elicited a number of disappointing responses. Candidates
were, in many cases, able to use the case study material to conduct a
simple SWOT analysis, and many learners clearly understood the basic
details of the model. Few candidates achieved more than three marks, while
many responses gained one or two marks for demonstrating knowledge of
SWOT analysis, very few answers were able to develop this knowledge.
Candidates should be reminded to read questions carefully and to ensure
that their responses fully address the question set. Other analytical models
in the specification may be tested in ways similar to this in future
examinations. Candidates should be able to critique the analytical models in
the unit content.
Below is an example of a response that applied the model rather than
analysing it, a common mistake made by many candidates when attempting
this question.
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